Hello, thank you for your interest in AdD Coffee, the following pages consist of, Price List, Order Form,
Detailed Product Info, and general coffee roasting information. Please use this form as per the instructions
below, or call Dan @ 780-916-5126, this is a temporary system until online ordering is available, thank you.

* See Pages 15 & 16 for General Roast Level Info *
* Click On The Coffee Item for Detailed Inf0 *
Price Per 1lb.
Bag.

Coffee Type
Colombia Tolima
Ethoipian Koke
Peru Norte
Brazil Santa Helena
India Malabar
Zambia ( Natural )
Merry Medium Holiday Blend
Divine Dark Holiday Blend
Alberta Joe 420° Blend
Machu Monsoon
Costa Rica
Peru (Swiss Water Decaf)
Kenya SL-28 AB+
Guatemala
April 2020 Price List

Qty.

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$ 0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

$22
$20
$20
$20
$20
$22
$20
$20

$20
$20
$22

$22
$22
$22

Reset Form

Total.

Grand Total

$0.00

Customer Information:
First Name: _______________________ Last Name:__________________________
Email: ____________________________ Phone#: ____________________________

** How To Use Form **

Reset Customer Info

1. Enter Qty of each item you would like to order.
2. Fill in "Customer Information".
3. Click "Submit Form" You will then be prompted with "File Save As" save the file in a location, like your desktop,
then your email application should open automatically, with an email addressed to : info@addcoffee.ca
from here attach the file you just saved and for "Subject Field " type ("coffee order ") hit send.
You should recieve a auto-email confimation which means I have recieved order.
I will email you back shortly with detailed delivery and payment information.

Submit Form

This blend of South American and
South East Asia, and African is made
up from 100% Arabica specialty coffee
locally roasted in small batches to
ensure freshness and quality. These
high altitude grown beans range from
1200 to 1900M and consist of Brazil,
Colombia, Ethiopia and India Malabar
beans. The 420 blend works great
with any brewing method from
espresso, drip or French press. This
full body blend is packed with flavour
from chocolate, walnut, red fruit, and
hints of citrus.

Back To Form

ALBERTA
JOE™
420° Blend

Country Roast

Enjoy, and thank you for your purchase!

g.
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This blend of South American and
South East Asia, and African is made
up from 100% Arabica specialty coffee
locally roasted in small batches to
ensure freshness and quality. These
high altitude grown beans range from
1200 to 1900M and consist of Brazil,
Colombia, Ethiopia and India Malabar
beans. The 420 blend works great
with any brewing method from
espresso, drip or French press. This
full body blend is packed with flavour
from chocolate, walnut, red fruit, and
hints of citrus.

ALBERTA
JOE™

420° Blend
Country Roast
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Enjoy, and thank you for your purchase!

g.
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This Brazilian is made up from 100% Arabica

Back To Form

Brazil

Fazenda
enda Palto Az
Azul
RFA
R
Roast:
R.D.

specialty coffee locally roasted in small
batches to ensure freshness and quality. This
Brazilian was grown at 1050M. This bean works
great with any extraction method, and will also
produce a smooth sweet stand alone espresso
shot. Coming from the Cerrado Mineiro region,
of Minas Gerais. This pulped ( Honey ) natural
patio dried process, of Yellow catuai, and Red
Bourbon varieties make for a smooth full
bodied nostalgic cup. A medium ( Full City )
roast will provide dark chocolate, roasted nuts,
ripe berries, and subtle citrus notes as it cools.
This coffee is ethically sourced and fairly
traded.
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This Brazilian is made up from 100% Arabica

Brazil

Fazenda Palto Azul
RFA
Roast:
R.D.

specialty coffee locally roasted in small
batches to ensure freshness and quality. This
Brazilian was grown at 1050M. This bean works
great with any extraction method, and will also
produce a smooth sweet stand alone espresso
shot. Coming from the Cerrado Mineiro region,
of Minas Gerais. This pulped ( Honey ) natural
patio dried process, of Yellow catuai, and Red
Bourbon varieties make for a smooth full
bodied nostalgic cup. A medium ( Full City )
roast will provide dark chocolate, roasted nuts,
ripe berries, and subtle citrus notes as it cools.
This coffee is ethically sourced and fairly
traded.
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This single origin Colombian is made from
100% Arabica specialty coffee locally roasted
in small batches to ensure freshness and quality.
This Fair Trade Organic coffee from
ASEMPROGROPE Cooperative of small producers
in the mountains of Planadas, a small municipality
of the Tolima region in Colombia. This lot is a
dedicated high elevation lot that only includes
farms from 1600M or higher, varieties harvested
include Caturra, Castillo, and Colombia. A light
roast will provide ample bright notes including
apple, raspberry and peach. The medium and
darker profiles will give you classic Colombian
notes of cocoa, chocolate, with some subtle fruit
notes as it cools. Great for drip or French press or
espresso.

Back To Form

Colombia
Tolima
FT Organic

Roast:
R.D.

Enjoy, and thank you for your purchase!
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This single origin Colombian is made from
100% Arabica specialty coffee locally roasted
in small batches to ensure freshness and quality.
This Fair Trade Organic coffee from
ASEMPROGROPE Cooperative of small producers
in the mountains of Planadas, a small municipality
of the Tolima region in Colombia. This lot is a
dedicated high elevation lot that only includes
farms from 1600M or higher, varieties harvested
include Caturra, Castillo, and Colombia. A light
roast will provide ample bright notes including
apple, raspberry and peach. The medium and
darker profiles will give you classic Colombian
notes of cocoa, chocolate, with some subtle fruit
notes as it cools. Great for drip or French press or
espresso.
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olom
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Roast:
R.D.

Enjoy, and thank you for your purchase!
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And thank you for your continuing support as
we end this year and welcome 2020!

454 g .

ADD Coffee Edmonton,AB

Roast: Merry Medium

AdD Coffee is proud to present this blend of three
nostalgic coffee origins for your enjoyment as you
embrace the busy holiday season. After all, great
coffee enhances any special event or occasion. This
medium blend of specialty Arabica coffee from
Peru, Brazil and Guatemala is packed with ample
rich flavors of chocolate and nuts with a sweet
fruit finish as it cools. The medium roast still
retains unique origin flavors mixed with classic
nostalgic notes, so what I call the best of both
worlds--great for drip and French press. The
espresso shot will exponentially expose the origin
notes to provide a smooth shot with a sweet finish,
so no sugar required. So please enjoy this seasonal
blend as you spend time with family and friends
this holiday.

ADD Coffee Inc. Edmonton,AB.
info@addcoffee.ca, 780-916-5126
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AdD Coffee is proud to present this blend of three
nostalgic coffee origins for your enjoyment as you
embrace the busy holiday season. After all, great
coffee enhances any special event or occasion. This
medium blend of specialty Arabica coffee from
Peru, Brazil and Guatemala, is packed with ample
rich flavors of chocolate and nuts with a sweet
fruit finish as it cools. The medium roast still
retains unique origin flavors mixed with classic
nostalgic notes, so what I call the best of both
worlds--great for drip and French press. The
espresso shot will exponentially expose the origin
notes to provide a smooth shot with a sweet finish,
so no sugar required. So please enjoy this seasonal
blend as you spend time with family and friends
this holiday.
And thank you for your continuing support as
we end this year and welcome 2020!
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AdD Coffee is proud to present this blend of
three nostalgic coffee origins for your
enjoyment as you embrace the busy holiday
season. After all, great coffee enhances any
special event or occasion. This dark blend of
specialty Arabica coffee from Peru, Brazil, and
Guatemala is packed with ample rich flavors of
dark chocolate, cocoa, mixed nuts with hints of
dried fruit as it cools. The dark roast provides
all the classic nostalgic notes of the holiday
season. It’s great for drip and French press.
The espresso shot is smooth and rich—perfect
for an extra bold latte or cappuccino. So please
enjoy this seasonal blend as you spend time
with family and friends this holiday.
And thank you for your continuing support
as we end this year and welcome 2020!

ADD Coffee Inc. Edmonton,AB.
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AdD Coffee is proud to present this blend of
three nostalgic coffee origins for your
enjoyment as you embrace the busy holiday
season. After all, great coffee enhances any
special event or occasion. This dark blend of
specialty Arabica coffee from Peru, Brazil, and
Guatemala is packed with ample rich flavors of
dark chocolate, cocoa, mixed nuts with hints of
dried fruit as it cools. The dark roast provides
all the classic nostalgic notes of the holiday
season. It’s great for drip and French press.
The espresso shot is smooth and rich—perfect
for an extra bold latte or cappuccino. So please
enjoy this seasonal blend as you spend time
with family and friends this holiday.
And thank you for your continuing support
as we end this year and welcome 2020!

454 g .
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This single origin Costa Rican is 100% Arabica
specialty coffee, locally roasted in small batches to
ensure freshness and quality.
This Rainforest Alliance coffee from the Aquiares
Estate is one of the largest specialty producers in
Costa Rica. Founded in 1890, this historic farm has
evolved into a symbiotic community, and has
become an international leader in environmental
sustainability. The Entre Rios is grown at 1100 to
1400M and varieties include Marsellesa & Red
Obata. A light roast will provide ample bright notes
including orange peel, cherry and caramel. The
medium and darker profiles present semi-sweet
chocolate and cocoa, with subtle fruit notes as it
cools. Great for drip or French press or espresso.
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Roast:
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Enjoy, and thank you for your purchase!
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This single origin Costa Rican is 100% Arabica
specialty coffee, locally roasted in small batches to
ensure freshness and quality.
This Rainforest Alliance coffee from the Aquiares
Estate is one of the largest specialty producers in
Costa Rica. Founded in 1890, this historic farm has
evolved into a symbiotic community, and has
become an international leader in environmental
sustainability. The Entre Rios is grown at 1100 to
1400M and varieties include Marsellesa & Red
Obata. A light roast will provide ample bright notes
including orange peel, cherry and caramel. The
medium and darker profiles present semi-sweet
chocolate and cocoa, with subtle fruit notes as it
cools. Great for drip or French press or espresso.
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R.D.

Enjoy, and thank you for your purchase!
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Enjoy and thank you for your purchase!
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h
Monsoon
M
Roast:
R.D.

This custom blend of Organic Peru and
India Monsooned Malabar is made up
from 100% Arabica specialty coffee,
locally roasted in small batches to ensure
freshness and quality. This blend works
great with any brewing method, and is
excellent for espresso based drinks.
Both beans provide a smooth rich cup
with lots of dark and light chocolate,
mixed with molasses, red apple, spices,
wood, tobacco and sweet lemon
notes.This coffee has been ethically
sourced and fairly traded.

This custom blend of Organic Peru and
India Monsooned Malabar is made up
from 100% Arabica specialty coffee,
locally roasted in small batches to ensure
freshness and quality. This blend works
great with any brewing method, and is
excellent for espresso based drinks.
Both beans provide a smooth rich cup
with lots of dark and light chocolate,
mixed with molasses, red apple, spices,
wood, tobacco and sweet lemon
notes.This coffee has been ethically
sourced and fairly traded.
Enjoy and thank you for your purchase!
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This single origin Organic Guatemalan is
made from 100% Arabica specialty coffee
locally roasted in small batches to ensure
freshness and quality. This Guatemalan
was grown at 1550 -1890 m in the Antigua
region. Richardo Zelaya is one of the top
producers in Guatemala, and well known
internationally for the consistent quality of
his product. The beans are hand picked,
then fully washed & patio dried. Varietals
are Bourbon, Caturra, Borboncito, Villa
Sarchi, and Venecia. Notes include stone
fruit, hazelnut, and cocoa. The espresso
shot will expose some citrus notes mixed
with sweet chocolate. Works well for drip
or french press.
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Roast:
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Enjoy, and thank you for your purchase!
g.
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This single origin Organic Guatemalan is
made from 100% Arabica specialty coffee
locally roasted in small batches to ensure
freshness and quality. This Guatemalan
was grown at 1550 -1890 m in the Antigua
region. Richardo Zelaya is one of the top
producers in Guatemala, and well known
internationally for the consistent quality of
his product. The beans are hand picked,
then fully washed & patio dried. Varietals
are Bourbon, Caturra, Borboncito, Villa
Sarchi, and Venecia. Notes include stone
fruit, hazelnut, and cocoa. The espresso
shot will expose some citrus notes mixed
with sweet chocolate. Works well for drip
or french press.

Guatemala
atem
Santa Clara
Antigua

Roast:
R.D.

Enjoy, and thank you for your purchase!
g.
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ZAMBIA
MB
Kateshi E
Estate
Es ate
Natural
Roast:
R.D.

This single origin is made up from 100%
Arabica specialty coffee locally roasted in small
batches to ensure freshness and quality. This East
African Estate Catimor was grown in the Mafinga
Hills of Zambia’s Northern Province, home to the
country’s highest peaks. High altitude (1600M)
and ancient volcanic soils help produce this
AAA/AA graded organic coffee. This natural
process creates a very distictive outstanding cup,
a light roast will provide a pleasing winey acidity,
juicy body with excellent defined tropical fruit
notes of guava, mango and a sweet red grape
finish. A medium roast also makes for a
interesting cup with smooth chocolate, and sweet
fruit finish. The espresso shot is crazy sweet with
lots of crema.

This single origin is made up from 100%
Arabica specialty coffee locally roasted in small
batches to ensure freshness and quality. This East
African Estate Catimor was grown in the Mafinga
Hills of Zambia’s Northern Province, home to the
country’s highest peaks. High altitude (1600M)
and ancient volcanic soils help produce this
AAA/AA graded organic coffee. This natural
process creates a very distictive outstanding cup,
a light roast will provide a pleasing winey acidity,
juicy body with excellent defined tropical fruit
notes of guava, mango and a sweet red grape
finish. A medium roast also makes for a
interesting cup with smooth chocolate, and sweet
fruit finish. The espresso shot is crazy sweet with
lots of crema.
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ETHIOPIA
Yirgacheffe Koke
Natural

This single origin African is made from
100% Arabica specialty coffee locally
roasted in small batches to ensure freshness
and quality. This Ethiopian natural is
sourced from the Gedeo Zone of the
Yirgacheffe district. Over 90 family-owned
farms deliver ripe cherries to the Koke
(pronounced Ko-Kay) washing station,
where they are washed, then sun dried on
raised beds. Grown at 2000 - 2300M this
Heirloom Varietal produces a fantastic cup
over multiple roast levels. The light and
medium profiles present bright fruit notes
like strawberry, rhubarb to dried cherry
and black-forest cake. Great for any
brewing method enjoy!
Enjoy, and thank you for your purchase!

Roast:
R.D.
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ETHIOPIA
Yirgacheffe Koke
Natural

This single origin African is made from
100% Arabica specialty coffee locally
roasted in small batches to ensure freshness
and quality. This Ethiopian natural is
sourced from the Gedeo Zone of the
Yirgacheffe district. Over 90 family-owned
farms deliver ripe cherries to the Koke
(pronounced Ko-Kay) washing station,
where they are washed, then sun dried on
raised beds. Grown at 2000 - 2300M this
Heirloom Varietal produces a fantastic cup
over multiple roast levels. The light and
medium profiles present bright fruit notes
like strawberry, rhubarb to dried cherry
and black-forest cake. Great for any
brewing method enjoy!
Enjoy, and thank you for your purchase!

Roast:
R.D.
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This single origin Kenyan is 100% Arabica
specialty coffee, locally roasted in small
batches to ensure freshness and quality.
This coffee was grown at 1600 to 1700 masl.
Varietal is SL-28 which was double washed
and sun dried on raised beds then hand
sorted. This coffee lot is the kind of Kenya we
look for, with rare bright fruit notes and an
excellent finish. The light roast will present
lemon and melon notes, with a sweet bright
acidity, and juicy body. The medium and darker
roasts make a smooth rich cup with notes of
caramel, semi-sweet chocolate, and subtle
stone fruit notes as it cools. Great for any
brewing method, including espresso shots, but
for milk based drinks a medium to darker roast
is best. This coffee is ethically sourced and
fairly traded.

Back To Form

SL-28
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Roast:
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Enjoy, and thank you for your purchase!
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This single origin Kenyan is 100% Arabica
specialty coffee, locally roasted in small
batches to ensure freshness and quality.
This coffee was grown at 1600 to 1700 masl.
Varietal is SL-28 which was double washed
and sun dried on raised beds then hand
sorted. This coffee lot is the kind of Kenya we
look for, with rare bright fruit notes and an
excellent finish. The light roast will present
lemon and melon notes, with a sweet bright
acidity, and juicy body. The medium and darker
roasts make a smooth rich cup with notes of
caramel, semi-sweet chocolate, and subtle
stone fruit notes as it cools. Great for any
brewing method, including espresso shots, but
for milk based drinks a medium to darker roast
is best. This coffee is ethically sourced and
fairly traded.

SL-28

AB
Roast:
R.D.

Enjoy, and thank you for your purchase!
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This single origin is made up from
100% Arabica specialty coffee locally
roasted in small batches to ensure
freshness and quality. This Malabar
Monsooned AA from India was grown
at 1300 - 1600M. This bean works
great as drip or French press and is
often used in traditional espresso
blends to provide a smooth creamy
mouth feel. The unique drying process
used provides this coffee with low
acidity and a smooth medium body.
Other notes are interesting spicy,
and earthy flavours, mixed with chocolate,
caramel, and tobacco.
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Enjoy, and thank you for your purchase!

Roast:
R.D.
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This single origin is made up from
100% Arabica specialty coffee locally
roasted in small batches to ensure
freshness and quality. This Malabar
Monsooned AA from India was grown
at 1300 - 1600M. This bean works
great as drip or French press and is
often used in traditional espresso
blends to provide a smooth creamy
mouth feel. The unique drying process
used provides this coffee with low
acidity and a smooth medium body.
Other notes are interesting spicy,
and earthy flavours, mixed with chocolate,
caramel, and tobacco.
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Enjoy, and thank you for your purchase!

Roast:
R.D.
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This single origin Organic Peru is made
up from 100% Arabica specialty coffee,
locally roasted in small batches to ensure
freshness and quality. This Peruvian
Grade 1 was grown at 1250-1800m in the
Amazonas, Cajamarca, Region of Peru.
This bean works great with any extraction
method and multiple roast levels.
Varietals are Bourbon, Cuturra, and
Typica. This coffee has been ethically
sourced and fairly traded. Cupping notes
are, Milk and Dark Chocolate, Molasses,
Red Apple, and Sweet Lemon

Back To Form
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Enjoy, and thank you for your purchase!

Organic

Roast:
R.D.
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This single origin Organic Peru is made
up from 100% Arabica specialty coffee,
locally roasted in small batches to ensure
freshness and quality. This Peruvian
Grade 1 was grown at 1250-1800m in the
Amazonas, Cajamarca, Region of Peru.
This bean works great with any extraction
method and multiple roast levels.
Varietals are Bourbon, Cuturra, and
Typica. This coffee has been ethically
sourced and fairly traded. Cupping notes
are, Milk and Dark Chocolate, Molasses,
Red Apple, and Sweet Lemon

PERU
Norte
Organic

Roast:
R.D.

Enjoy, and thank you for your purchase!
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This single origin Organic Peru is made
up from 100% Arabica specialty coffee,
locally roasted in small batches to
ensure freshness and quality. This
Peruvian was grown at 1250-1800m in
the Amazons, Cajamarca, and San
Martin, Regions of Peru. This bean
works great with any extraction
method. Varietals are Bourbon,
Cuturra, and Typica. This coffee has
been ethically sourced and fairly
traded. Cupping notes are, Chocolate,
molasses, apple and mild citrus acidity.

PERU
Organic Decaf
Swiss Water Process

Roast:
R.D.

Enjoy, and thank you for your purchase!
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This single origin Organic Peru is made
up from 100% Arabica specialty coffee,
locally roasted in small batches to
ensure freshness and quality. This
Peruvian was grown at 1250-1800m in
the Amazons, Cajamarca, and San
Martin, Regions of Peru. This bean
works great with any extraction
method. Varietals are Bourbon,
Cuturra, and Typica. This coffee has
been ethically sourced and fairly
traded. Cupping notes are, Chocolate,
molasses, apple and mild citrus acidity.

PERU
Organic Decaf
Swiss Water Process

Roast:
R.D.

Enjoy, and thank you for your purchase!
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Flavors
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At lighter roasts, the coffee will exhibit more of its "origin character"—the flavors created by its variety,
processing, altitude, soil content, and weather conditions in the location where it was grown.[22] As the
beans darken to a deep brown, the origin flavors of the bean are eclipsed by the flavors created by the
roasting process itself. At darker roasts, the "roast flavor" is so dominant that it can be difficult to
distinguish the origin of the beans used in the roast.
Below, roast levels and their respective flavors are described. These are qualitative descriptions, and thus
subjective.

Light

Common roast
names
Cinnamon Roast,
American Roast,
New England
Roast, Half City
Roast, ModerateLight Roast

Notes
After several minutes
the beans pop or crack
and visibly expand in
size. This stage is
called first crack.

Medium

City roast, City+
Roast, Full City
Roast

After being developed
through first crack, the
coffee reaches these
roast levels.

Dark

Full City+ Roast,
Italian Roast,
Vienna Roast,
French Roast

After a few more
minutes the beans
begin popping again,
and oils rise to the
surface. This is called
second crack.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coffee_roasting[4/17/18 9:34:45 AM]

Surface

Flavor

Dry

Lighter-bodied, higher acidity,
no obvious roast flavor. This
level of roast is ideal for
tasting the full origin
character of the coffee.

Dry

Sugars have been further
caramelized, and acidity has
been muted. This results in
coffee with higher body, but
some roast flavor imposed.

Shiny. The level
of oil correlates
to how far the
coffee is taken
past second
crack.

Bittersweet flavors are
prominent, aromas and
flavors of roast become
clearly evident. Little, if any,
origin character remains.

Roast Type Information

Back to Form

Unroasted
22 °C (72 °F), Green Beans
Green coffee as it arrives at the dock.
The beans can be stored for
approximately 12–18 months in a climate
controlled environment before quality
loss is noticeable.
Light Roast
196 °C (385 °F), Cinnamon Roast
A very light roast level which is
immediately at first crack. Sweetness is
underdeveloped, with prominent toasted
grain, grassy flavors, and sharp acidity
prominent.

Medium Roast
210 °C (410 °F), American Roast
Medium light brown, developed during
first crack. Acidity is slightly muted, but
origin character is still preserved.

165 °C (329 °F), Drying Phase
During the drying phase the
beans are undergoing an
endothermic process until their
moisture content is
evaporated, signifying first
crack.
205 °C (401 °F), New England
Roast
Moderate light brown, but still
mottled in appearance. A
preferred roast for some
specialty roasters, highlights
origin characteristics as well as
complex acidity.
219 °C (426 °F), City Roast
Medium brown, common for
most specialty coffee. Good for
tasting origin character,

although roast character is
noticeable.
Dark Roast
225 °C (437 °F), Full City Roast
Medium dark brown with occasional oil
sheen, roast character is prominent. At
the beginning of second crack.

240 °C (464 °F), French Roast
Dark brown, shiny with oil, burnt
undertones, acidity diminished. At the
end of second crack. Roast character is
dominant, none of the inherent aroma or
flavors of the coffee remain. [20]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coffee_roasting[4/17/18 9:34:45 AM]

230 °C (446 °F), Vienna Roast
Moderate dark brown with light
surface oil, more bittersweet,
caramel flavor, acidity muted.
In the middle of second crack.
Any origin characteristics have
become eclipsed by roast at
this level.
245 °C (473 °F), Italian Roast
Nearly black and shiny, burnt
tones become more distinct,
acidity nearly eliminated, thin
body. [21]

